040, the most challenging route in Spain
Route 040, which is reopening in 2020 after a period of upgrade work, is the most challenging route
in Spain in terms of elevation gain, making it an iconic route at a national level as well as being among
the toughest in Europe. The fact that it can be completed in a single day, and that it involves the
recovery of previously disused or abandoned paths, makes it one of the one of the most attractive
routes in the whole country.
Often used by elite athletes for their training, as well as by enthusiasts, the route starts at El Socorro
beach and culminates in the summit of Mount Teide, then descends again (although every individual
can do it how they prefer to, depending on their level). It offers the option, just before reaching
Montaña Blanca within the National Park itself, of continuing along a short connecting trail that leads
to the El Portillo Visitor Centre.
It is perfect for hiking, meaning that it can be completed in an average of 12 hours, or running, reducing
its duration to about 4-6 hours.
The story of its name comes from a group of local mountaineers, who wanted to give greater visibility
to different routes on each of the Canary Islands, all of which begin at the sea, go as far as their
respective highest peak, and then return to the sea. The first island was given 0-1-0, the second 0-2-0,
and so on. Tenerife was the fourth, hence 0-4-0, which as it happens is a nod to the special
characteristics of its route, since it starts at sea level and ascends to the almost 4,000 metre altitude
of Mount Teide before returning to the start point again.

Upgrading the route
Work to upgrade Route 040, which has been undertaken over recent years, has consisted of improving
signage, the state of the trail and its safety. Several organisations have been involved in the initiative,
including the Los Realejos Town Council, the Tenerife Tourism Corporation and the Environment,
Tourism and Highways departments of the Tenerife Island Council, as well as the Island Water Board,
the Teide National Park, the Autonomous Authority for National Parks and the Tenerife
Mountaineering Federation.
The objectives of this project were as follows:
 To create a hiking route that would join Tenerife’s sea level with its highest altitude point, in
this case the summit of Mount Teide (which is divided into two sections for authorisation
purposes, as explained in the technical information).
 To give identity, through signage, information and promotion, to a way of climbing the Teide
from sea level that for many years has been heavily used by local and foreign hikers, connecting
El Socorro beach with the summit of the volcano.
 To create a path that would be given approval, and therefore be included within the Canary
Islands Network of Trails, running between El Socorro beach and El Portillo.
 To improve walkers’ experience of a route that has been very popular in recent years.
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 To take the necessary steps to increase the safety of hikers, especially on those sections where
it runs along a road, track or street.
 To connect this route with the trail network of Mount Teide National Park.
 To recover old routes that had fallen into disuse or been abandoned.

The route
With a total length of almost 30 kilometres (27,762 metres) to the Peak of the Teide, and 53 kilometres
when the descent is completed, Route 040 mainly covers the municipality of Los Realejos, although it
also enters that of La Orotava. The route passes through several natural spaces, including Los
Campeches, Tigaiga and Ruiz Protected Landscape, Corona Forest Natural Park and Mount Teide
National Park, to then return via the reverse route to the coast.
Its starting point is at 12 metres above sea level and it ends at 3,718 metres at the summit of Mount
Teide, the highest point in Spain, which makes its elevation gain over 3,600 metres. It is a unique
national landmark.

Technical data
Trail PR-TF 41: El Socorro Beach - Summit of Mount Teide
Start: El Socorro beach
Halfway point: Summit of Mount Teide
End: El Socorro beach
Approval status: Pre-approved
Degree of difficulty: Very high
Type of route: Linear
Distance: 53 km if ascending and descending. Each section is 26.5 km
Duration: Approximately 7-9 hours walking or 4-6 hours running.
Maximum height: 3,718 m
Minimum height: 0 m
Cumulative elevation gain (ascent): 4,000 m
Cumulative elevation loss (descent): 4,000 m
Connections with other paths:
PT-TF 40 Ladera de Tigaiga
PR-TF 41.1 El Cabezón - El Portillo Alto.
7. Montaña Blanca - Mount Teide
10. Access to Mount Teide crater. Telesforo Bravo Path
11. La Fortaleza Viewpoint
Protected Natural Spaces:
Los Campeches, Tigaiga and Ruiz Protected Landscape
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Coronal Forest Natural Park
Mount Teide National Park
Authorisation required: Yes, after La Rambleta to access Path No. 10 Telesforo Bravo and to reach the
summit of Mount Teide. To do this, you need to make a booking on the following website:
https://www.reservasparquesnacionales.es/real/parquesnac/usu/html/detalle-actividadoapn.aspx?ii=6ENG&cen=2&act=1
Technical description of the route: It starts at El Socorro beach, in Los Realejos, and coincides with the
PR-TF 41. The first few kilometres cross a rural environment and the slopes of the Los Campeches,
Tigaiga and Ruiz protected landscape. A steep climb leads to the La Corona viewpoint and, shortly after,
to the El Asomadero viewpoint. From there on, the mountain brush of the Corona Forest Natural Park
is at the fore.
Half way up our ascent, the pine forest gives way to the high mountain scrub of Mount Teide National
Park. As you approach El Cabezón Mountain, you can opt for the PR-TF 41.1 path to Portillo Alto or for
the winding ascent up La Rambleta (3555 m). This point can be reached without needing a permit, but
to climb the last 630 metres and reach the summit of Mount Teide you will need to have a permit, which
can be requested in advance on the website
https://www.reservasparquesnacionales.es/real/ParquesNac/index.aspx?ii=6ENG
Altimetry:

Iberia Express, main sponsor of the event
Iberia Express is the main sponsor of this year's event. The Spanish airline, which transported over 35
million passengers 2018, is a benchmark in terms of sustainability, which dovetails perfectly with the
values of Route 040 and with Tenerife Tourism Corporation’s commitment to sustainability. For this
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entity, dependent on the Island Council, this commitment is reflected in meeting the 17 United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by obtaining the Biosphere seal. The island is immersed in this
process through the certification carried out by the Responsible Tourism Institute.
Iberia Express considers it a priority to achieve a sustainable balance between undertaking its activities
and the impact that they can have on the environment.
Iberia Express is driving sustainability with actions that contribute to efficiency improvements, such as
renewing their fleet with the most sustainable aircraft on the market, operational measures that
reduce consumption and emissions, using on-board electronic equipment and sustainable waste
management. All this with the clear aim of helping to make the world more sustainable, more liveable
and healthier for everyone. These actions include:
• Zero Net Emissions target
• Fleet renewal
• Operational measures for fuel efficiency
• Sustainable waste management and reducing the use of plastics
• Digitisation

Route Active Hotel
The presentation of Route 040 will take place in this hotel located in Los Realejos, in the north of
Tenerife, which stands as an example of how hotel specialisation and differentiation are the essence
of an ideal repositioning strategy.
Through the complete transformation and renovation of some old 1970s apartments, the Route
Active Hotel has been modernised to become an establishment aimed at meeting the needs of
travellers who love active tourism and outdoor sports - surfing, cycling, and hiking. Its facilities
include a full gym, swimming pool, physiotherapy room and spaces where guests can store their
equipment.

Tenerife, a paradise for outdoor activities
Route 040 is proof that Tenerife is an ideal destination for a wide variety of sports and leisure activities
- the Island is an open-air gym, open 365 days a year.
The climate, its landscapes and natural spaces, and its first-rate infrastructures make Tenerife a real
paradise for all kinds of outdoor physical and sports activities, for both professional teams and
amateurs or aficionados. In just half an hour, visitors can move from training at sea level to doing so at
an altitude of 2,000 metres. Mount Teide National Park lets your body become accustomed to hard
physical activity (this, for example, is what the most outstanding cycling teams training for the Tour de
France do), or allows you to enjoy a sublime landscape while practising your favourite physical activity,
from hiking to mountain biking, windsurf, kite surf, paragliding and scuba diving.
The island is an ideal place for sports, not only for professionals but also for amateurs and aficionados.
For those who combine sport with enjoying the landscapes and surroundings, whether alone, as a
couple or in the company of family.
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To find out more about the wide offering of leisure and adventure activities on the island, the Tenerife
Tourism Corporation has the brand Tenerife No Limits. This brings together the Island’s active offer,
from specialist companies that provide all kinds of services related to sports and physical leisure, high
tech centres, big sporting events and hotels.
More information: https://www.webtenerife.com/tenerifenolimits/
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